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Abstract: In this paper, a single-stage deep sub-micron wideband amplifier (LNA) using a reactive resonance tank and
passive port-matching techniques is demonstrated operating in the microwave frequency range (K band). A
novel power-efficient bandwidth (BW) regulation technique is proposed by incorporating a small impedance in the
resonance tank of the amplifier configuration. It manifests a forward gain in the range of 5.9–10.7 dB covering a
message bandwidth of 10.6–6.3 GHz. With regulation, input-output reflection parameters (S11 , S22 ) and noise
figure can be manipulated by -12.7 dB, -22.7 dB and 0.36 dB, respectively. Symmetric regulation is achieved
for bandwidth and small signal gain with respect to moderate tank impedance (36.5% and -26.8%, respectively)
but the effect on noise contribution remains relatively low (increase of 7% from a base value of 2.39 dB). The
regulated architecture, when analyzed with 90 nm silicon CMOS process, supports low power (9.1 mW) on-chip
communication. The circuit is tested with a number of combinations for tank (drain) impedance to verify the
efficiency of the proposed technique and achieves better figures of merit when compared with published literature.
Keywords: Bandwidth regulation • Wideband amplifier • High gain • 90 nm
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1.

Introduction

A chief limiting factor hindering the downsizing of complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) integrated
circuits has proven to be the additional delay associated
with parasitic contributions of metal interconnects [1]. As
a result, metallic interconnection schemes are being gradually replaced by wireless inter-chip and intra-chip communication standards, overcoming the limitation of speed in
the process [2–4]. A popular technique employed in on-chip
∗
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integrated wireless systems is ultra-wideband transmission
(UWB), with features of immunity to interference, gigabit
transmission speed, minimal effective power density, small
antenna dimensions and provision for spread spectrum multiple access [5, 6]. A crucial component in the configuration
of an inter-chip UWB wireless transceiver, along with transmitter pulse generation circuitry, is a low noise front-end
amplifier [7]. To introduce wideband characteristics to this
component, designers are always looking for raising the
operating bandwidth of a receiver front-end and reducing
its overall power requirements [8]. In this regard, Ku and
K band frequencies (12–27 GHz) are deemed suitable for
a microwave low noise amplifier for reliable high-speed
short-distance transmission.
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To satisfy the diverse design criteria of a wideband receiver
architecture (which may include standards like orthogonal
multiplexing, impulse radio and rake receiver), gain and
bandwidth regulation for the amplifier (LNA) gains critical
importance [9]. An LNA also needs to provide low additional noise (apart from ambient contributions), lower port
reflection, limited power dissipation and moderate-to-high
small signal forward gain [10]. To meet these objectives,
the research community is focusing on alternative technologies to silicon processes like silicon germanium (SiGe) and
silicon on insulator (SOI), pushing up the manufacturing
cost and making it difficult for the production assemblies to
be economically efficient. Multistage topologies and transmission lines (TL) are integrated to enhance system performance in these technologies, increasing power demand
or chip size and creating drawbacks for on-chip wireless
standards [11–13]. A power-efficient CMOS microwave
amplifier can contribute in avoiding these problems.
In this paper, a K band single-stage low power amplifier is proposed in a 90 nm CMOS silicon process with a
passive port-matching network and an impedance based
bandwidth regulation technique. Running on a 90 nm engine, the design exhibits a forward gain parameter (S21 ) in
the range of 6–11 dB at a 21.2 GHz operating frequency,
with a bandwidth domain regulated around 6.3–10.6 GHz.
Core power requirements (lower than 10 mW), center point
(∼21 GHz) and reverse isolation figure (S12 , ∼-27 dB) for
the amplifier remain largely unaffected by the regulation
process whereas there are improvements in input reflection
parameter (S11 , 26%) and stability from oscillation. Noise
figure increases by 0.2 dB from the base value for moderate regulation and linear range for the amplifier input
power improves significantly. The circuit remains stable
on oscillatory behavior in the entire domain of concerned
frequencies. It is verified that control of tank impedance
of a low noise wideband amplifier can be an effective way
of achieving higher bandwidth without significant loss of
noise limit and gain, a highly desirable feature for applications like CDMA and on-chip gigabit interconnect
systems.

2.

Proposed architecture

Figure 1(a) presents a basic active wideband amplifier
configuration where the common source topology with a
driving device (T1 ) is converted into a cascode structure
through an isolating transistor (T2 ). T2 is designated
as an insulating device because its main function is to
prevent leakage in the reverse direction, thus separating the antenna and load ports. The structure uses a
couple of coupling reactances (Cin and Cout ), the device
substrates are grounded and a resonance tank is formed

Figure 1.

a) The basic common source unmatched (core) stacked
amplifier; b) the proposed K-band single-stage matched
wideband amplifier with a diode-connected biasing device

by the drain reactance Ltank and the gate-drain intrinsic parasitic capacitance of the isolating transistor. Fine
tuning of the resonant frequency can be achieved by placing a parallel capacitor with the bank inductance (Ltank ).
The proposed K-band single stage low-power wideband
amplifier is configured from this structure by appending
port-matching networks, a parallel capacitor (Ctank ) and
a drain impedance (Rtank ) in the resonance tank for the
cascode amplifier. The matched and biased low-power
amplifier with an adjustable 3-dB bandwidth is presented
in Figure 1(b). For this amplifier construction, gate biasing for the cascode device (T2 ) is supplied through the
main power rail (Vdd ). The diode-connected gate biasing transistor Tbias for the driving device (T1 ) powers the
concerned transistor through a moderate impedance Rbias1
(∼5KΩ) to ensure that gate bias supply does not interfere
with small signal operation of the amplifier. The input
matching network for the low noise amplifier consists of a
degeneration inductor (Ldeg ), a gate reactance (Lgate ) and
an extra capacitor (Ccoup ) which provides a dual service of
input coupling and matching the imaginary element of the
RF-port impedance. Considering the intrinsic gate-source
parasitic reactance (Cgs.T 1 ) contributed by the driving tran-
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sistor and the trans-conductance (mA/V) of the input device
(gm.T 1 ), the input impedance of the wideband matched amplifier looking into the gate terminal of T1 in Figure 1(b)
will have the expression:
Zinp1 = f (Ldeg , Cgs.T 1 ) + jf (Ldeg , Lgate , Cgs.T 1 , Ccoup ), (1)
where
f (Ldeg , Cgs.T 1 ) =

gmT 1 Ldeg
, and
Cgs.T 1



f (Ldeg , Lgate , Cgs.T 1 , Ccoup ) = ω Ldeg + Lgate


1
1
1
−
+
.
ω Ccoup
Cgs.T 1

(2)

(3)

To eliminate the imaginary part of the input port-impedance
Lgate , Ccoup and the aspect ratio of T1 are chosen to force
Zin.1 = Zinp.1 (<) =

gmT 1 Ldeg
= Rsource = 50Ω,
Cgs.T 1

Figure 2.

a) The load impedance network formed by the resonance
tank; b) an equivalent model showing the effect of tank
resistance on output load impedance; c) alternative sourcefollower output buffer; d) common-gate output buffer

(4)

where Rsource is the source resistance associated with input excitation in the front-end. In this arrangement, the
cascode device (T2 ) isolates the output from the input,
allowing independent matching at the interfacing ports.
The passive network for output port-matching is made with
Cm1 , Cm2 and a nano-henry inductor (Lm ) and resembles
the shape of a "T" branch. After input matching is complete, output impedance of the RF port-matched amplifier
(Zout , see Figure 1(b)) approaches 100 Ω near the center
frequency (21.2 GHz) whereas characteristic impedance
for the following microwave load is supposed to be 50 Ω.
If Cm1 and Cm2 are set in the fF (fermi-farad) range with
Lm having a value of 1.1329 nH, then Zout.1 is matched
to core amplifier output impedance and the load sees the
impedance Zout.2 as a value close to 50 Ω. In this way,
a resistance mirror at the output (laod) port extends the
matching mechanism to K or Ku band frequencies [14].
Because of the absence of active buffer stages in the output linking circuit, the noise contribution of the amplifier
observes significant savings.
The tank reactance (Ltank ) resonating with gate-drain parasitic capacitance of T2 and the tank capacitance (Ctank )
settles the center frequency of the proposed amplifier in
the K band (around 21 GHz). As quality factor for the tank
impedance governs forward gain and feasible bandwidth
from the amplifier, inclusion of a tank resistance (Rtank )
can introduce regulation of the tank Q-factor, and hence
regulation of the amplifier bandwidth. With a 90nm CMOS
resistor model (opppcres), the tank impedance (Rtank ) is
controlled by its L/W ratio. During this process, WRtank
is manipulated between 5–40 µm while LRtank is set to

1 µm. To derive a mathematical expression for the bandwidth regulation technique, the tank impedance formed by
the resonance tank (Zload ) is shown in Figure 2(a), where
Cgd.T 2 [10] is the gate-drain capacitance generated in the
isolating device and Ctank is a parallel tuning capacitor for
the center frequency. Overall quality factor for the tuning
inductor at the center frequency (ωc ) can be defined as
Qop =

ωc Ltank
,
Rtank

(5)

and the equivalent load impedance (not including the parallel capacitor for simplification) in Figure 2(a) is expressed
as
Zload (s) =

≈

sLtank + Rtank
,
s2 Ltank Cgd2.T 2 + sRtank Cgd2.T 2 + 1

sLtank
.
s2 Ltank Cgd2.T 2 + sRtank Cgd2.T 2 + 1

(6)

(7)

[f or a small Rtank ]
An alternate equivalent model for the tank is shown in
Figure 2(b) with an independent tank resistance approximated by
2
Rload = Qop
Rtank ,
(8)
and the expression for the load impedance takes the form
Zload.1 (s) =

sLtank
s2 Ltank Cgd2.T 2 +

sLtank
Rload

+1

,

(9)
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The condition to make the two networks shown in Figure 2(a) and 2(b) equivalent [15] is
Zload (s) ≈ Zload.1 (s),

(10)

and it can be satisfied by comparing equations (7) and (9)
and making
Ltank
(11)
sRtank Cgd2.T 2 = s
Rload
or, Rload =
=

Ltank
Rtank Cgd2.T 2
2

1
Ltank
.
.Rtank
Ltank Cgd2.T 2 Rtank 2
= (ωc

Ltank 2
) .Rtank
Rtank

= Qop 2 .Rtank ,

(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)

where the amplifier center frequency is given by
ωc2 =

1
.
Ltank Cgd2.T 2

(16)

So, equation (15) verifies the modeling in Figure 2(b)
and suggests that adding a small drain impedance in the
resonance bank is equivalent to increase in the parallel
load as seen by a matched microwave output. As the
gain and the 3 dB bandwidth depend conditionally on the
effective output load, the extra tank resistance incorporates
a bandwidth regulation technique for the proposed design.
Equation (5) has defined the unloaded Q factor (Qop ) for the
resonance bank formed on top of the insulating transistor.
If we consider the influence of the output matching network
and any loading capacitance, the loaded Q factor (Qloaded )
will take the form of
Qloaded =

Qop
,
1+κ

(17)

where κ is a coupling coefficient expressed in terms of
unloaded and external (Qext ) quality factors:
κ=

Qop
.
Qext

(18)

Here, Qext depends on loading capacitors, center frequency and conductance offered by circuits connected at
the load port [16]. If the port matching circuit eliminates
the imaginary element for the output impedance Zout.2 (in
Figure 1(b)), then the gain of the amplifier will depend
exclusively on the real component as seen by Zout.2 , which

in turn will be influenced by the tank impedance. Equation
(12) indicates that adding a tank resistance will reduce
effective load resistance and gain of the core amplifier
while boosting the message bandwidth. On the other hand,
maximum forward gain and limited data bandwidth will
follow in the absence of any extra drain resistance while
the gain-bandwidth product remains as a constant. So,
symmetric regulation of the bandwidth can be achieved by
a suitable value of Rtank for the proposed design with only
a minor sacrifice in terms of noise figure (if there is not
any significant change in the bias current).
In lower operating frequencies, a source follower or a common gate configuration (as shown in Figure 2(c) and 2(d))
can be employed as buffer circuits for the output port in
place of the proposed passive linking network. But as
the operation moves to the Ku or K band, parasitic capacitances contributed by the active buffer device reduce
the input impedance and subsequently the overall gain of
the preceding amplifier. A significant portion of the available signal is also prone to drop in the buffer impedance,
degrading the amplifier performance significantly. The proposed passive port-matching networks aim to remove this
limitation while following the area restrictions imposed by
an on-chip transceiver scheme.

3.

Results and discussion

The designed single-stage low-noise wideband amplifier
interfaced with matching networks is initially analyzed
without any extra drain impedance (unregulated amplifier)
on a Spectre platform using IBM 90 nm CMOS process
parameters. The amplifier provides a relatively flat gain
performance for K band frequencies when on-chip inductors
are included in the design. The noise limit for the proposed
architecture remain below 3 dB as it consumes about 9 mW
of power.

3.1. Forward gain, reverse insulation and return loss
The open-load voltage gain of the proposed amplifier peaks
at 20.1 dB with a relatively flat bandwidth of 6.1 GHz
(from 20.9 to 27 GHz in the upper portion of the K band).
On the other hand, small signal forward gain as measured
by the S21 parameter attains a peak of 11 dB with a comparable bandwidth (∼6.3 GHz, from 18.2 to 24.5 GHz)
around the center frequency (21.2 GHz), as manifested by
Figure 3(a). Because of the inclusion of passive matching
circuits, the reverse isolation figure (S12 ) is forced to stay
below -26.7 dB in the 17 to 26 GHz range and the highest
degree of isolation over the bandwidth settles at -32 dB.
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These gain and isolation curves achieve perfect symmetry
with respect to the maximum peak, indicating a balanced
matching at port interfaces. The degenerated input matching network and the passive ‘T’ branch at the load port
show their effects in Figure 3(b) as port return losses (S11
and S22 ) remain below -8 and -3 dB in the 18–27 GHz
band with dips occurring near 22 GHz around -26.1 dB
and -30.6 dB, respectively.

S21 and S12 in dB

8

0

-8

S12 (reverse isolation)
S21 (forward gain)

-16

-24

3.2.

Available, average and transducer gains

-32
18

20

21

23

24

The three power gain parameters (available, average and
transducer gains) for the amplifier are denoted by GA, GP
and GT , respectively and tend to coincide near 10.7 dB
around the center frequency, matching with the peak of
the forward gain curve. Among these parameters, available
power gain (GA) stays above 9.4 dB within the domain of
achieved K-band bandwidth. In the same range, linking
or matching networks modulate the base limit of average
and transducer power gains to 8.5 and 7.8 dB, respectively
(see Figure 4).

26

Range of Frequency (GHz)

Input and Output Reflection Prameters (dB)

(a)
0

-5

-10

-15

-20

3.3.

-25

S11
S22

-26.1dB

-30
-30.6dB

-35
18

20

21

23

24

26

Frequency (GHz)
(b)

Figure 3.

a) Forward gain (s21 ) and reverse isolation (s12 ) figures; b)
port reflection parameters (for the unregulated amplifier).

12
matched at 21.2GHz with 10.7dB

Bandwidth regulation for the RF amplifier

The unregulated amplifier response given in the two previous subsections in manipulated by inserting a small drain
impedance (Rtank in Figure 1(b)) in the resonance tank of
the core amplifier. A case of symmetric regulation is created by using a moderate value for Rtank (Lres = 1 µm and
Wres = 40 µm for the resistive element), which raises the
bandwidth by 37% while sacrificing the gain by 3 dB. The
Wres parameter is further adjusted to explore the efficiency
of the proposed technique and its effects on the microwave
parameters are documented in Figures 5 to 8. In these
figures, Rd denotes the appended extra tank impedance
(Rtank ).

Power Gains in dB

10

3.3.1.
8

GA
GP
GT

6

4

18

20

22

24

26

Frequency (GHz)

Figure 4.

Power gains for the amplifier core and the matched LNA
(without regulation).

Scattering parameters

The variation of the four scattering parameters under forced
regulation is the subject of Figures 5 and 6. The extra
drain impedance (with Wres = 40 µm, 20 µm) improves the
peak isolation figure (S12 ) from -27 dB to -31 dB. The
dip in the input matching parameter (S11 ) rises sharply
from -26 to -39 dB but with a minimal right shift in the
center frequency (about 400 MHz). The extent of output
matching is degraded as S22 drops from -31 dB to -8 dB
at 21.5 GHz. The 3 dB bandwidth increases by 4.3 GHz
(68%) from 6.3 GHz (18.2 to 24.5 GHz) to 10.6 GHz as the
peak gain (S21 ) drops by 45% to 5.9 dB a the operating
point, as shown in Figure 5(a).
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0

-36
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-28
-12

-11.9dB

-30

S22 in dB

Reverse Isolation in dB

24

Frequency (GHz)

-32
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W(Rd) = 40u
W(Rd) = 20u

-36

-16
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-30.5dB
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24

-40

26

18

20

(b)

Figure 5.

Figure 6.

Effect of regulation (by Rbank ) on the scattering reflection
parameters, a)S11 and b) S22 .

Improvement of linearity

Without the drain impedance (Rbank = 0) the input referred
1 dB compression point (1 dB-CP) for the wideband amplifier stands near -15 dBm and increasing the bandwidth
is expected to improve the linearity significantly as the
range of input power for linear behavior is pushed up. This
will be a peripheral advantage of the proposed regulation
technique.

3.3.3.

(b)

Low additional noise

As effective thermal noise contributed by the amplifier depends on the total resistance faced by the bias current,
we expect the noise figure to move up when an additional
drain impedance is included raising the overall bias resistance. Figure 7 shows the noise figure of the unregulated
amplifier is below 3dB in the entire bandwidth. Regulation degrades the noise figure minimally by raising it from
2.39 dB to 2.58 dB (a rise of 7%). So there is not any
significant degradation of the amplifier’s noise performance

3.6
3.4

Noise Parameters (dB)

3.3.2.

Effect of regulation on gain and bandwidth (as shown by
a) S21 and b) S12 ).

22

Frequency (GHz)

Frequency (GHz)

Rd=0
W(Rd)=40um

3.2
3.0
2.8

NFmin

NF

2.6
2.4
2.2
2.0

18

20

22

24

26

Ka Band Frequency (GHz)

Figure 7.

Noise contributions of the tank impedance (in terms of NF
and NFmin).
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control the operating bandwidth of a low noise wideband
amplifier.

Stability Factors

6

5

4.

K_f factor

4

3
Rd = 0
W(Rd) = 40um

2

1

B1_f factor

0
18

20

22

24

26

Operating Range (GHz)

Figure 8.

Contrast with published results

Table 1 documents the synopsis of the 90 nm amplifier
performance to make a comparative assessment with regard
to published results of millimeter wave deep sub-micron
amplifiers [11–13, 17–22] The proposed amplifier provides
better port-isolation as calculated from the reflection parameters with low noise and reduced power penalty. To
establish the relative merits of this microwave amplifier a
figure of merit parameter (FOM) is defined by the equation

Upward shift in the Rollette stability factors (Kf and B1f )

F OM =
with the introduction of the regulation technique and the
pair of NF and NFmin still coincides near the center frequency. Among the active devices in the configuration, the
driving transistor (T1 ) contribute about 23% of the total
white noise whereas the contribution of the isolating device
(T2 ) is 20%.

3.3.4.

Effect on stability

The qualifying criterion for a microwave amplifier to be
unconditionally stable requires the Roulette stability factor
(Kf ) to be greater than one and the B1f factor to be greater
than zero in all operating frequencies [10]. The simulated
factor for the proposed design is greater than 3.2 from 17 to
26 GHz without the drain resistance. Regulation actually
improves Rolette stability, making the base Kf value 4.89
over the concerned frequency domain (upper K-band). The
effect of regulation on the B1f factor is less prominent
(peak remains near the value of 0.9) but still it clears the
threshold limit comfortably. So, overall microwave stability
for the wideband amplifier is improved by the proposed
technique, as indicated by Figure 8.

3.3.5.

Power penalty

Inclusion of a tank impedance in the demonstrated architecture is controlled in such a manner that it does not
effect the overall bias current. As a result, the change in
the consumption of power is only 80 µW even with forced
regulation (Wres = 40 µm for Rtank ). The 1.2 V dc bias
supply spends below 10 mW for the matched amplifier with
or without regulation. A stable bias current is maintained
for the amplifier which only changes from 7.655 mA to
7.588 mA, resulting in power dissipations of 9.186 mW and
9.105 mW, respectively.
To summarize the results, the overall findings verify the
proposed standard as a viable sub-micron mechanism to

S21 (dB)Bandwidth(GHz)
,
Power(mW )[NF (dB) − 1]

(19)

which is employed to assess the advantage of the regulated
amplifier over its counterparts.
To prepare an appraisal of the degree of gain-bandwidth
regulation achieved by the inserted drain impedance technique, variation of the microwave figures with percentage
improvement is tabulated in table 2 for the amplifier. Inclusion of an extra tank resistance leads to an average
change of 26% in the forward gain (approximated by S21
and the three power gains GA, GP, GT ) while improving
the 3dB bandwidth by 37%. Variations in the other figures
also show improvements except in the case of reflection
parameter at the output port (S22 ), which drops sharply
by 64%. The overall noise figure, a parameter which is
most susceptible to any rise in equivalent bias impedance,
increases in a much smaller scale (7.4%) and there is also
improvement in range of linearity achieved by the amplifier. It is notable that power dissipated by the amplifier
core remains at a relatively constant level despite the
incorporation of forced regulation.

5.

Conclusions

This paper proposes a novel bandwidth regulation technique for a 90nm CMOS wideband amplifier exploiting
a cascode single-stage matched millimeter-wave (MMW)
architecture. Use of passive resonance, degenerating and
matching networks allow the amplifier to operate in the
K band while its 3 dB effective bandwidth (EBW) is adjusted by 4.3 GHz around a center operating frequency of
21 GHz. Under the influence of an inserted drain resistor
in the amplifier, symmetric regulation is achieved for forward gain and bandwidth with figures of -27% and 37%,
respectively. When maximum regulation is enforced, inputoutput reflection parameters and base noise figure settle at
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Table 1.

Relative comparison of the proposed unregulated wideband amplifier with respect to published literature.

Reference

This Work

Technology(CMOS, nm)
Forward Gain (dB)
Center Frequency (GHz)
Bandwidth (GHz)
NF (dB)
Power (mW)
Reverse Isolation (S12, dB)
Input Isolation (S11, dB)
Output Isolation (S22, dB)
No. of Stages
FOM (eq. 19)

Table 2.

90
10.8
21.2
6.3
2.39
9.186
-26.7
-26.1
-33
1
5.33

[11]

[12]

130
130
19
18.1
37
45
10
21
–
8.2
24
91.2
–
–
<-15 <-20
< -15 -18
3
4
–
0.58

[13]

[17]

[18]

[19]

[20]

[21]

[22]

90
6.1
34
–
–
19
–
-24
-19
2
–

130
20
43
10
6.3
24
–
-16
-29
3
1.57

90
19
32.5
3
3
10
–
<-8
< -8
2
2.85

180
3.62
18.2
7.9
0.42
–
-6.47
-16.3
-7.71
1
–

130
9
20
5.3
5.5
24
–
-9
-14
2
0.44

180
21
14.4
0.6
8
28
–
-8
-15
2
0.06

180
10
5.9
6.4
5.35
7
–
–
–
1
2.1

Effect of regulation on the proposed 90nm amplifier.

Microwave Figures
Voltage Gain (V G, dB)
Center Frequency for V G (GHz)
Forward Gain (S21 in dB)
Center Frequency for F G (GHz)
Bandwidth (GHz)
NF (dB)
Power Dissipation (mW)
GA (dB)
GP (dB)
GT (dB)
S11 (peak in dB)
S22 (peak in dB)
V SW R1 (dB)
V SW R2 (dB)
Kf (Stability Factor, 17∼26GHz)
B1f (Stability Factor, 17∼26GHz)
S12 (dB, in bandwidth)

Without extra drain
With Rd = Rtank
impedance (unregulated) (Lres =1µm, Wres =40µm)
20.1
24.3
10.8
21.2
6.3
2.39
9.186
10.8
10.8
10.8
-26.1
-33
0.845
1.197
>3.204
>0.31
< −26.7

-39 dB, -8 dB and 2.75 dB, respectively while linear range
for the system remains unaffected. The gain-bandwidth
regulation mechanism allows the proposed amplifier to be
power-efficient (lower than 10 mW) and manipulates its
message bandwidth without significant sacrifice of noise
performance. Comparison with published data verifies the
applicability of the mechanism for wireless interconnect
standards.
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17.5
23.6
7.91
21.3
8.6
2.58
9.105
8.22
7.93
7.91
-32.9
-11.9
0.805
2.412
>4.89
>0.52
<-28.7

Improvement
(%)
-12.9
-2.9
-26.8
0.5
36.5
-7.36
0.9
-23.9
-26.6
-26.7
26.1
-63.9
–
–
52.6
67.7
–
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